A structured latent model for ovarian carcinoma subtyping from histopathology slides.
Accurate subtyping of ovarian carcinomas is an increasingly critical and often challenging diagnostic process. This work focuses on the development of an automatic classification model for ovarian carcinoma subtyping. Specifically, we present a novel clinically inspired contextual model for histopathology image subtyping of ovarian carcinomas. A whole slide image is modelled using a collection of tissue patches extracted at multiple magnifications. An efficient and effective feature learning strategy is used for feature representation of a tissue patch. The locations of salient, discriminative tissue regions are treated as latent variables allowing the model to explicitly ignore portions of the large tissue section that are unimportant for classification. These latent variables are considered in a structured formulation to model the contextual information represented from the multi-magnification analysis of tissues. A novel, structured latent support vector machine formulation is defined and used to combine information from multiple magnifications while simultaneously operating within the latent variable framework. The structural and contextual nature of our method addresses the challenges of intra-class variation and pathologists' workload, which are prevalent in histopathology image classification. Extensive experiments on a dataset of 133 patients demonstrate the efficacy and accuracy of the proposed method against state-of-the-art approaches for histopathology image classification. We achieve an average multi-class classification accuracy of 90%, outperforming existing works while obtaining substantial agreement with six clinicians tested on the same dataset.